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-- What am I doing?
PLAN

Animating in-animate objects –
Characterising and animating something that wouldn’t normally
move of it’s own free will.

3 separate animations, lasting around 10 seconds long each at 24 fps (~720 drawings).

Animation 1

Constrained

Animation 2

Exaggerated

Animation 3

Humanised

Example Example Example

Luxo Jr (1986) Spirited Away (2001) Beauty & The Beast (1991)

Narrative – Using audio taken from Film*/recent event to create actions to the sound.
Focus on movement so no colour but create a backdrop.

*Film sound clip must be from ‘live footage’ NOT animated Film.



PLAN

-- What does it do for me?
 - How does it help?

S.W.O.T.

Strengths   – Build up animation skills, focused practice with sound and understanding 
    restrains of animation depending on purpose.

    - Develops different styles and more content for portfolio/showreel.
    - Experimenting with hand drawn.
    - Ability to play with believability and style depending on which animation.

Weaknesses    – Lack of animating to sound so far.
        - Not built up enough environment and character understanding before 
    animating previously.
        - Each animation may turn out too similar.

Opportunities – Build up the strengths.
  - Focus the animation and provide better work for showreel.
  - Show viewers variety of animation skills.
  - Gain understanding of animating to sound within hand drawn/2D 

mediums.

Threats   – Taking too long to animate.
  - Not choosing being definitive on a sound/take too long.
  - Rushing through the animation.
  - Lack of understanding/practice.
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-- Pre-visuals and design work
RESEARCH

Spirited Away (2001)

Coraline (2009)

Beauty & The Beast (1991)

Character sheets and
pre-visual work for
animations…



-- Analysing animations
RESEARCH

Just a few various 
styles of animation to 
analyse and immerse 
myself in…
Not forgetting smaller 
animations also.

Toy Story (1995), Toy Story 2 (1999), Toy Story 3 (2010)

Cars (2006), Cars 2 (2011) Alice In Wonderland (1951)

Fantasia (1940)

Aladdin (1992)



-- In-animate objects in mind
RESEARCH

After speaking to various peers and thinking about in-animate objects, 
I decided to focus on house hold appliances such as the cooker and 
washing machine.

Hopefully - Something a little different.
  - Fun to play with.
  - Humourous animation.
  - Brings a clear difference between the 3 
    animations.
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-- Timetable
DEVELOPMENT



-- Audience
DEVELOPMENT

Who is the animations for?

What are their purpose?

- Mainly aimed at teenage and young adults, as a form of entertainment and humor on
  something familiar.

- To put into my showreel and portfolio for future potential clients or companies I wish
  to work for.

- To experiment and gain new skills as well as continuing to develop my own animation
  understanding.



-- Life Drawing
DEVELOPMENT

Some of my recent life
drawing efforts from within
the Student run classes.

Developing my drawing and 
analytical skills, focusing on 
light, line and shape.



DEVELOPMENT

-- Life Drawing, Cont.

Skills in action in order to improve 
the animation.

Tarzan (1999)



-- Contemporary films/Possible sound clips
DEVELOPMENT

http://www.imdb.com/search/title?sort=boxoffice_gross_us&title_type=feature&year=2012,2012

IMDb

Michael McIntyre

Presidential debate



-- Layout and environment
DEVELOPMENT

Bee Movie (2007)

Ratatouille (2007)

Coraline (2009)

How stylised could I take the animation?

Need to make sure the character sits well inside the 
environment/setting.



-- Rough sketches and design work
DEVELOPMENT

Quick sketches.

Need to vary the style.

How much can someone get away 
with stylising the objects?

Look at other animations that may 
do so…

Example

The Brave Little Toaster (1987)
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NEXT

-- What to do next?

- Refine Characters and create detailed character sheets.

-Testing – Materials and looking into items in real life.
- Animating to sound.

- Toon Boom?

- Write and define my statement of intent with bibliography.

- Layout for the three animations roughly to be prepared to animate.

ANIMATE!!
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